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GENERAL
HP's Chairman of the Board
David Packard to speak at
Washington DL. conference

An exciting opportunity is waiting for you at Interex's
1985 Fall International Users Group Conference in
Washington D.C. September 8-13. For the first time,
the entire HP computer community - HP 3000,
HP 1000, HP 9000, and HP Series 100 professionals
- will attend a single conference and hear Dave
Packard, Hewlett-Packard's Chairman of the Board,
give the keynote address.
Dave Packard is the perfect choice to open this
first joint conference, which marks a milestone in
the history of the HP computer user community.
His presence will emphasize HP's commitment
to its users.
Amsterdam conference
Interex's European HP 3000 Users Group Conference
will be in Amsterdam beginning March 31 through
April 5, 1985. "The ultimate challenge - perfecting
the man-machine interface" is the theme of the
conference.
You will be able to increase your organization's effectiveness by profiting from many seminar sessions and
several keynote speakers dealing with ergonomic
aspects, seamless context switching, alternative 110,
data communication networks, and office automation.
A vendor show will also be set up from Monday
through Friday, April 1 through April 5, to give conference attendees a chance to talk to Hewlett-Packard
and other vendors offering related products and
services.

CSO DIRECT ORDER
CSO Fast Phones - the easy, direct way for you to order
supplies, accessories, media, furniture and software.

Location
United States
California
United Kingdom
France
Belgium/Luxembourg
Switzerland
Italy
West Germany
The Netherlands
South Africa
Canada
Toronto Local
Ontario
Quebec
British Columbia
Other Provinces
Sweden
AustriaIVienna

Telephone Number
800-538-8787
408-738-4133
0734-697201
0734-792959
(6) 928 32 64
(02) 762 32 00
(057) 31 22 54
or 31 22 59
(02) 92 36 91
(06) 5 48 31
07031-142829
07031-223133
020-470639
802-511 1
53-7954
28-4178
416-671-8383
1-800-387-3417
1-800-387-3417
112-800-387-3154
1-800-387-3154
08-7502027
08-7502028
222-2500, ext. 615 or 616
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Personal Computers

GENERAL
HP announces HP TelexII a major enhancement to
HP Telex
Hewlett-Packard announces a major office systems
enhancement to the Personal Productivity Center
with the release of HP TelexII.
This product provides organizations with total flexibility and control over their traditional telex traffic.
As a stand-alone package, it optimizes a company's
telex resources by efficiently controlling the flow of
telexes into and out of the organization.
When used as a fully-integrated package within
Hewlett-Packard's own electronic mail product,
HP DeskManagerIII, the user has available an
extremely cost-effective worldwide message switching system. Users can send and receive telex messages
directly from within their IN BOX.
Full programmatic access is also provided to facilitate
automatic transmission and reception of telexes from
within a company's own application programs.
Existing users of HP Telex with subscription to the
relevant support contract will be upgraded free of
charge.
Check with your Hewlett-Packard sales rep for
countries where HP TelexII is available.

HP announces HP/Convert/WPS
- the Wang 01s-to-HP Word
converter
The Product
Hewlett-Packard announces a document conversion
utility, that provides customizable conversion
facilities between documents produced by the Wang
OIS system, and Hewlett-Packard's Personal Productivity Center.
HP/Convert/WPS is a software package that runs on
the HP 3000 range of computer systems, and provides
accurate conversion between Wang OIS and HP Word
documents.
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As with any document conversion across differing
systems, there are features that are not directly
translatable. HP/Convert/WPS provides you with the
flexibility to deal with this by means of steering files
that can be user defined, via menu screens.
HP/Convert/WPS requires the installation of HP's
RJE product and the Wang Telecommunications
package (01s batch), to perform the actual document
transfer between systems.

The market
The product has been designed for use where a
multi-vendor situation exists, or where conversion is
required to allow the customer to move up to HP
Word and the Hewlett-Packard Personal
Productivity Center.
Contact your local HP sales rep for ordering and pricing information.

Wang is a registered trademark of Wang
Laboratories Inc.

HP SERIES 7 0
HP-41 Translator Pac for the
HP-71 Handheld Computer
The 82490A HP-41 Translator Pac is a plug-in
module for the HP-71 Handheld Computer that allows
both an RPN capability very similar to that of the
HP-41 Advanced Calculator and also runs HP-41
programs.
The Translator Pac includes the complete HP-41CV
programmable function set, plus additional register,
flag, and conditional functions from the HP-41CX.
While the HP-41CX timer, alarm, and extended
memory functions are not supported by the pac, the
function set may be extended through user-defined
functions.
The Translator Pac may be used to:
Emulate the HP-41 keyboard operation for
calculation.
Enter and edit HP-41 RPN programs.
Create and run new RPN programs on the HP-71.
Create and run new programs in the FORTH
language.

Personal Computers

Create text files.
Run already translated programs read in from mass
storage devices such as the HP 82400A Card
Reader, HP 82161A Digital Cassette Drive, or HP
9114A Portable Disc Drive. (Most of over 3,000
translated HP-41 Users' Library programs are
available and may be run on an HP-71 with the
Translator Pac.)
Transfer programs directly from an HP-41 to an
HP-71 via HP-IL.
The 82490A Translator Pac includes the plug-in
ROM module, an HP-71 keyboard overlay, and a comprehensive owner's manual. The Translator Pac may
be ordered through Computer Supplies Operation. See
page 3 for ordering numbers.
For further information on the Translator Pac, contact your HP sales rep.

AMPITM
Statistics Library Pac
for the HP-71
The 82489A AMP1 Statistics Library Pac is now
available as a plug-in module for the HP-71. American
Micro Products, Inc. has developed a powerful
package for use in statistical testing and evaluation of
data.
The programs in the library provide statistical tools
that include descriptive statistics procedures and
statistical inference procedures, and tools that allow
computation of statistical inferences.
Included in the Statistics Library Pac are programs
including:
Means and Moments
Multiple Linear Regression
Paired and Unpaired t-Test
One-way and Two-way Anova
Contingency Table
Mann-Whitney U Test
Kruskal-Wallis Test
Histogram
Student's t-Distribution

Poisson Distribution
Binomial Distribution
Exponential Distribution
Weibull-Distribution
Normal Distribution
Chi-Square Distribution
The AMP1 Statistics Library stores data in files
according to a prescribed format which allows
exchange of data with other HP programs (such as
the 82484A HP-71 Curve Fitting Pac).
Included with the 82489A AMP1 Statistics Library is
the plug-in ROM module and a 217-page owner's
manual that provides program instructions, mathematical formulas, comprehensive examples, and stepby-step keyboard instructions. The Statistics Library
Pac may be ordered through Computer Supplies
Operation
AMPITMis a US trademark ofAmerican Micro Products, Inc.

HP SERIES 8 0
HP Series 80 is alive and well
Despite recent rumors, the HP Series 80 product line
will not be obsoleted in the near future. The HP-85B
and the HP-86B personal computers are selling very
well and are in demand. These unique HP Series 8 0
products are still HP's lowest-priced technical computers and are the choice for technical professionals
especially in instrument control and data acquisition
applications.
In order to keep HP Series 8 0 selling well throughout
1985, HP will be announcing in May, 1985 a new
extended mass storage plug-in ROM to support new
SS-80 disc drives such as the HP 9122D dual disc
drive and the HP 9133D Winchester drive. No prerelease EPROM copies of the extended mass storage
ROM will be available for either beta testing or early
customer needs.
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New version of E/F-Series
8-channel MUX released
The HP 127926, the new version of the EIF-Series
8-channel MUX, is now on the HP Price List. The
product itself is very similar to the HP 12792B
and is functionally backward compatible. Therefore,
the HP 12792B will be removed from the HP Price
List in April 1985.
Although the printed circuit assembly is unchanged,
several components are different. These components
are the RS-232 connection panel, the MUX-to-panel
cable, the mounting bracket, and a new version of the
firmware (EPROM PIN 518017228).
The new firmware incorporates the following
changes:
Change - Both baud rate generators on the card
will have a default setting of 9600 baud. The old
card default setting programmed baud rate generator 0 to 2400 baud and baud rate generator l to
9600 baud at card power up.

Situation - Where a device (printer) is connected
to a port of the MUX and is printing, chances are
the last command it received was an X-off (DC3). If
this receive-only device is turned off (to clear a
buffer), the port of the MUX will be left in a state
requiring an X-on (DCl), and no way to send it.
Change - The new firmware will allow an X-on to
be sent to a port via a different port using a command (CN,LU,34B,3). This will force an X-on on
the specified port.
Situation - During the MUX initialization, if the
devices attached to the ports are powered off, and
oddleven parity is used, there is a chance that the
port could end up in a confused state. The typical
cause has been that a parity error interrupts the
on-card 2-80 CPU at the same time the 2-80 is trying to initialize the port.
Change - The new firmware disables interrupts
while initializing the ports.
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Situation - If a Break key is hit while the MUX is
transmitting to an odd parity terminal, the port
may hang. The noise on the receive line while an
odd parity terminal is powered off may also cause
the same problem. This is because the old firmware
did not correctly handle the rare occurrence of
simultaneous parity error and break when configured for odd parity.
Change - The new firmware ignores the parity
error when the error occurs because of the use of
the Break key on odd parity configured ports.
Situation - If the length of receive data is greater
than the read request length and the character set
is Katakana, the MUX may hang.
Change - The new firmware corrects this
situation.
Product

P/N

Description

5061-3415
12792-90021
5061-7228
28658-60005
28658-63002
5001-5278
1252-0508

PC assembly
Manual
EPROM
RS-232 panel
MUX-panel cable
Mounting bracket
Cable extension kit

HP 12792C

HP 12792C
Opt. 002

System
modem cable
Delete panel

HP 12792C
Opt. 003

Delete panel
and cable

*The HP 37214A Systems Modem is purchased separately.

Technical Computers

MemoMaker/HP-UX now on
HP 9000 Series 200 and
HP Integral PC
MemoMaker, the easy-to-use word processing
package that has been so successful on the HP 150
personal computer, is now available on the HP 9000
Series 200 HP-UX and HP Integral PC systems.
Designed for people who need occasional word processing, MemoMaker allows you to create and revise
documents without learning complicated commands.
MemoMaker is the ideal tool for writing memos, business letters or reports. It's simple to learn, yet offers
sophisticated editing and formatting features. On the
HP 9000 Series 200 HP-UX computers, functions
such as UNDERLINE or MOVE are executed with
softkeys.
Features include:
Create ASCII files in addition to document files.
Single-screen editing. All functions can be carried
out without moving from one screen to another.
Format information can be saved along with the
document.
Unnamed files are stored automatically, so there's
no accidental loss.
MemoMaker is available on the HP 9000 Series 200
Model 217,220, or 236 running HP-UX 2.1 or 2.2, and
on the HP Integral PC.

Announcing Management
Solution/HP-UX for HP 9000
Series 200 and HP Integral PC
Management Solution/HP-UX, a bundled software
product from HP, includes MemoMakerJHP-UX,
MultiplanE/HP-UX and MicroTrakT"/HP-UX.
The bundled products included in Management Solu;
tion/HP-UX allow you to take control of the business
side of your jobs, helping you produce and manage
information, quickly and effectively.
MemoMaker is the ideal program for quickly generating memos, business letters and reports. You can get
fast answers to planning, modeling, and forecasting
questions with the electronic spreadsheet, Multiplan.
MicroTrak is a professional project management
package that schedules products from the simplest to
the most complex.
The Management Solution/HP-UX runs on the HP
9000 Series 200 Models 217,220, and 236 running
HP-UX 2.1 or 2.2 and on the HP Integral PC.

1
Description

45438G

45438H

Management Solution1
HP-UX - Single-user
Management Solution1
HP-UX - Multi-user

M ultiplan@ is a registered trademark ofMicrosoft", Inc.
MicroTrakT" is a trademark of SojTrak'" Systems.

HP 9000 Series 200 now
emulates a variety of terminals
454208

Single-user
MemoMaker

Now you can use your HP 9000 Series 200 computer
as an asynchronous alphanumeric terminal to virtually any mainframe manufactured by HP, DEC,
Data General, CDC, Prime, and many more.
HP has consolidated three of its Pascal 2.1-based
emulators for asynchronous, alphanumeric terminals
into one Pascal 3.0-based product. The HP 2392A and
VTlOO terminal emulator replaces the asynchronous
terminal emulator, the HP 2622A terminal emulator,
and the VTlOO and HP 2622A terminal emulator.
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The HP 9000 Series 200 computer retains all of its
engineering and computational capabilities while
imitating two popular terminals - the HP 2392A and
the DEC VT100. The emulator retains the best of the
capabilities of its predecessors, with added advantages. These advantages include support on the entire
HP 9000 Series 200 (except for Model 226), support
on Pascal 3.0 peripherals, and execution directly from
Pascal 3.0.
The HP 2392A and VTlOO terminal emulator software performs the following tasks:
Develops and runs programs on a host computer
Accesses host peripherals, files, and time-sharing
systems
Transfers ASCII files between host computer and
your system
Runs programs designed specifically for HP 2392A
and VTlOO terminals.
The HP 2392A emulator runs popular software programs such as HP DeskManager (for office automation) and HP Slate (for word processing), among
others. Features include block, line modify, and
character modes, international keyboard support,
and X.25 PAD compatibility.
The DEC VTlOO emulator runs DEC software programs such as VAX'" EDT editor, DatatrieveTM
and
ALL-IN-1'". It features local mode, split screen, and
video enhancements.
The HP 2392A and VTlOO terminal emulator uses a
security scheme that locks the software to a specific
HP 9000 Series 200 computer using its ID PROM. ID
PROM upgrades are available.
P/N

Description

98791B

HP 2392A and VTlOO
Terminal Emulator

VTlOO, DEC, VAX'", DatatrieuerM,and ALL-IN-1'" are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Changes in HP 9000 Series 200
and Series 500 terminal
emulator offerings
During the next six months, there will be many
changes in the HP 9000 Series 200 and Series 500 terminal emulator offerings. These changes have been
made to keep abreast of new technology and to ensure
that you are getting the best product. The table below
summarizes these changes for you. If you need one of
these emulators, be sure to order it before it goes off
the HP Price List.
7------

--

Description

----

--

98795A

98795M

--

-

-

IBM 3278 Emulator
IBM 3278 trnol.~torVEU I(1ght to Cop\
------

97056hl
97056R

BASIC A s v n ~T t V I C h g h t to Cop)
_BASICA l w c T t O E M l(1ght ttt CII~!
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New Pascal System
Internals
Documentation available
The revised Pascal System Internals Documentation
(PSID) for HP 9000 Series 200 computers is available
through Computer Supplies Operation. The new PSID
documents the operating system internals of the Pascal 3.0 Language System and the internals of the
Series 200 computers. The price remains unchanged,
and the PIN is 98615-87970. Those on Manual
Update Service will receive the update
automatically.
OEMs and ISVs who need to know about the machine
internals may be interested in the PSID. For example,
you may have a specialized application you want to
run without modifying the operating system, such as
a custom compiler. Or you may want to write your
own operating system for our computers. The PSID
can help you solve those problems.

Technical Computers

PSID provides:
HP 9000 Series 200 backplane specifications to
design a custom interface
Information on how to interface a specialized
driver to the Pascal operating system
Detailed file system specifications to add new
support to the file system
Information on how to install a custom keyboard
handler.
PSID covers a wide range of Pascal operating systems
and HP 9000 Series 200 hardware features, including:
Boot ROM
The booting process and the Pascal operating
system kernel
Linking loader
The keyboard, CRT, and internal floppy disc drive
hardware
CPU interrupt handling
110 procedure library and user-interrupt service
routines
The 110 backplane.
System design consulting will be available from HP
support engineers on a time and material basis. This
does not include advice on hardware design or writing
user applications by the support engineer.
PSID is not included as part of the standard documentation shipped with the HP 9000 Series 200 Pascal
Language System.Those of you purchasing PSID are
encouraged to contract with HP for Manual Update
Service (MUS). This will ensure that you will automatically receive updates to the Pascal System Internal Documentation.

HP Integral PC does not support
HP EGS

I

The photograph on page 4 of the January issue of
Computer Focus shows the new HP Integral PC
(HP 9000 Model 207) with HP EGS (98305A).
While HP EGS doessupport all other members of the
HP 9000 Series 200, it does not support the Model
207. There are currently no plansto support the
Model 207.

Correction to HP 9000
Application Briefs
The November 2,1984 issue of Computer Focus
include an article on four application briefs for HP
9000 Series 500 computers which show how to interface them with terminals produced by various outside
vendors. They were incorrectly assigned publication
numbers, leading several people to order them
through HP's Corporate Literature Distribution. They
are in fact manuals and can be ordered directly from
Computer Supplies Operation (CSO) with a part
number.
The corrections are as follows:
Application Brief

Old P/N

New P/N

Tektronix 4115B
Tektronix 41071
4109
Raster Technologies
Model One180
Silicon Graphics
Iris 1000

5953-9518
5953-9516

5957-7937
5957-7936

5953-9517

5957-7938

5953-9515

5957-7939

MicroTrakTM/HP-UX
now
available for the HP 9000
Series 200 and the
HP Integral PC
Project management software is one of the most
desired specific applications in a technical environment. To meet this demand, MicroTrakTM/HP-UX
from SofTrakTM
Systems is now available for the HP
9000 Series 200 HP-UX systems and the HP
Integral PC.
MicroTrakIHP-UX is a project management tool that
can schedule projects from the simplest to the most
complex; a move across town, the design and
manufacture of a new product, or the construction of a
high-rise office building. It automates scheduling and
updates the schedule based on actual progress.
MicroTrak can help plan projects, coordinate
resources, track accompanying costs, evaluate "what
if" scenarios, generate reports, and print time-scaled
schedules.
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MicroTrak uses critical path method scheduling with
three different relationships (finish-to-start, start-tostart, finish-to-finish) to analyze the activities and
develop reports to show the critical path and status of
a project. There are seven standard reports generated: network, schedule, time-scale or GANTT chart,
updates, milestones, activities, and resources. Each
can be sorted in various ways to highlight the needed
information.
Key features of MicroTrak include:
Updating: MicroTrak presents an accurate picture
of the progress of a report at any point in time.
Schedule size: MicroTrak is disc based, allowing up
to 5,000 activities to be included in a schedule.
Schedule power: MicroTrak has the power necessary to easily manage and update schedules for
large and complex projects.
Ease of use: MicroTrak is menu driven, making the
system as easy to use as filling out a form.
MicroTrak runs on HP 9000 Series 200 computers
running HP-UX 2.1 or 2.2, and the HP Integral PC.
MicroTrak is distributed standard on a double-sided
microfloppy. It is also available on %-inch tape as
Option 022.

P/N

Product

45524G

MicroTrakIHP-UX
(single-user)
Opt. 022 (%" tape)
MicroTrakIHP-UX
(multi-user)
Opt. 022 (9i" tape)

45524H

MicroTrakTMand SojTrakTMare US trademarks of SojTrak
Systems.
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HP 9825 desktop computer to be
obsolete May 1,1985
The HP 9825 has been a very long-lived and successful product, opening the door to the world of small
desktop computer systems. Now, however, due to
newer and faster technology available in our HP 9000
Series 200, especially the HP 9826, it has reached the
point to discontinue the production of the HP 9825. So
we are going to obsolete the HP 9 8 2 5 B / T on May 1,
1 985.
HP will continue supporting the HP 9825 through the
availability of ROMs, interfaces, cables, and upgrade
kits for one year after the mainframe goes out of production (May 1,1986). Technical support will be
available for 10 years after mainframe
discontinuance.
If you wish to place a final or large order, please contact your HP sales representative as soon as possible.

Business Computers

P/N

Description

HP 45265D

Operating System Upgrade Kit to upgrade from HP 250 System Software prior to 01s B.07. Includes 01s
B.07 system software on tape
cartridge, updated manuals, exchange
CPU ROMs and installation.
01s B.07 system software on
3%" microfloppy discs.
01s B.07 system software on 8" floppy
discs
Delete new CPU ROMs
Delete 01s B.07 system software
and manual updates (receive
exchange CPU ROMs and installation
only)
US language version
French language version
German language version
UK language version
Swedish language version
Spanish language version
Italian language version
Katakana language version
French-Canadian language version
Danish language version

HP 250 Model 35 to be obsolete
The HP 250 Model 35 (SPU HP 45251B) is now
obsolete. Sales of the "desk version" of the HP 250
have decreased rapidly following the introduction of
the smaller and lower cost HP 250 Model 30. The
Model 35 has not been actively manufactured or sold
for several years. Its five-year support life began on
February 1,1985, and will continue until February 1,
1990.
Also in obsolescence is the "A" version of the HP 250
operating system. In late 1981 the "B" version was
introduced with the Model 30 system. After the
release of the Al3.6 operating system, all future 0 1 s
enhancements were for the "B" version (B.04,
B.04.02, B.05, B.06.01, and B.07).
Users of the "A" operating system can move to the
"B" operating system with the HP 45265D Operating
System Upgrade Kit. For more information on moving
from the "A" to the "B" operating system, contact
your HP sales rep.

Upgrading HP 250 users to
operating system B.07
HP 250 users will be able to take advantage of many
of the new features of the HP 260's B.07 operating
system on their HP 250 systems. The B.07 system
software is downward compatible with the HP 250's
operating system. All HP 250 customers on an HP
support contract will receive B.07 and the new user
manuals. With B.07, HP 250 systems will be able to
support the new disc drives, printers, and plotters
offered on the HP 260 system. HP 250 users without
an HP support contract can obtain B.07 by ordering
the new HP 45265D Upgrade Kit.
This new product has been created to replace the previous HP 250 Upgrade Kit (HP 45265A) and the HP
250 system software release product (HP 45230B).
Products HP 45265A and 45230B will be removed
from the HP Price List on February 1,1985, and
replaced with HP 45265D.

Opt. 043
Opt. 048
Opt. 050
Opt. 060

Opt. 251
Opt. 252
Opt. 253
Opt. 254
Opt. 255
Opt. 256
Opt. 257
Opt. 258
Opt. 259
Opt. 500

Who needs the HP 4 5 2 6 5 D upgrade kit?
Customers who are not on an HP 250 support contract and wish to receive the new B.07 operating
system andlor the new CPU ROMs.
Customers who have a support contract but need
the new CPU ROMs can order HP 45265D with
Option 060.
Customers who want the new O/S B.07 revision but
do not need the new CPU ROMs can order HP
45265D with Option 050.
Why are the new CPU ROMs needed?
ROMs (Read-Only Memory) are integrated circuits
that contain special software, or microcode, that functions as an operating system until the system software
is loaded. The microcode tells the system to perform
self tests and (if everything is working properly) to
load the operating system.
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On the HP 250 system, the operating system could
only be loaded from the integrated flexible disc drives,
HP 7906MlH discs, integrated HP 7910K disc, and
the HP 7908/11/12P integrated storage units. With
these new ROMs, the OIS can be loaded from any supported disc or tape on the system. This includes the
built-in 5M-byte, 10M-byte and 15M-byte
Winchester discs on the HP 250 Models 20, 25, and
26, and the new HP 7941A, 7942A, 7945A, 7946A,
9133D, and 9134D disc drives.
Support of the new HP 7941142145146A discs and the
HP 9133134D discs on any installed HP 250 system
requires operating system revision B.07 on that
system. The new CPU ROMs are not necessary if you
do not load the OIS from these discs.
All HP 260 systems will be shipped with the new
ROMs.

HP 250 no longer supports
HP-IB 2932A printer
Effective February 1, the HP 250 no longer supports
the HP-IB version of the 2932A factory data printer.
The cause for concern is as follows:
If you have other printers on the HP-IB interface bus,
and someone activates the HP 2932A fine adjust controls, the other printers will hang up. In order to perform the fine adjust operation, all of the HP 2932A
microprocessor's attention is devoted to the motor
control and, therefore, cannot process data as it comes
in over the interface bus. Hence, other printers on the
same bus will hang up. Other devices such as disc
drives are not affected.
The workaround is simply to take the other printers
off-line while the HP 2932A fine adjust motion is taking place, then just put them back on-line. Since this
is undesirable in many applications, HP will no longer
support this printer with the interface in this
application.
The solution is to use an HP 2934A business printer
in its place. This printer is essentially the same with a
more sophisticated microprocessor and firmware and
many added features.
The HP 2932A works on the HP 250 when using the
RS-232 interface. The HP 2932A HP-IB interface
works well with mainframes other than the HP 250.
If you are already using the HP 2932A in this configuration and are dissatisfied with the workaround,
contact your HP sales rep.
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How many devices can you
connect to the HP 260?
On the new HP 260 SPU you are able to connect up to
eight HP 45262D personal workstations and a mixture
of ten RS-232-C, RS-422, or Current Loop Devices eighteen ports in all. Plus you can connect up to two
printers and four disc drives on the HP-IB channel.
The HP 260 has 11 memory partitions that interact
with the SPU. A partition can be configured as a "primary task," which is controlled by the user and an
application program, or as a "secondary task," which
can be controlled by a primary task and has no direct
user interaction. A single task, whether primary or
secondary, can control multiple devices. For example,
an HP 260 user could run a program in one of the 11
partitions that accepts data entry from several data
capture terminals and bar code readers. Thus, an HP
260 configuration could be quite large and very
versatile.

New HP 260 data sheets
available
Nine new data sheets for HP 260 software products
are now available for users who would like more technical information on the HP 260 system. These data
sheets will complement the management brochure,
direct-mail flyer, and other promotional literature
currently offered (please refer to the article entitled
"New HP 260 manuals" on page 16 in the February
issue of Computer Focus).
The new data sheets can be ordered under the following part numbers.

P/N

Data Sheets

5953-4363
5953-4364
5953-4365
5953-4366
5953-4367
5953-4368
5953-4369
5953-4370
5953-4371

Network1250
Query1260
Text1250
DSGl250
Report Writer1260
GPLl260
DSN/INP/DS/RJE/260
Image1260
Slide1250

Contact your HP sales rep for ordering information.

1
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HP 3000 Series 37
outclasses IBM System/36
In September 1984, the HP 3000 Series 37 was
introduced. Since that time, it has received an outstanding reception by users around the world.
This success has been achieved against a variety of
competition. The IBM Sl36 has been an issue in
almost every deal and the HP 3000 Series 37 has been
winning over the IBM Sl36. This is because of the
strengths of the HP 3000 Series 37, which the IBM
machine lacks:
Convenient cartridge tape backup is a key strength
of the HP Series 37.
The Babyl36, while supporting up to 120M bytes of
disc storage only supports a single l.2M-byte diskette drive. The larger Sl36 is a bid with either a
single diskette drive or with a diskette magazine
(handling 20 diskettes in a serial fashion). IBM
recommends a "selective file backup" procedure,
which provides less security to users and is very
time consuming for you to identify the individual
files to be backed up. The larger Sl36 does support
1600 bpi tape backup.
MPE (FOS) support contracts can be purchased on
the HP 3000 Series 37 and updates to the software
are included.
The System136 provides only six months of phonein support for operating software with the
purchase. After that, support can only be
purchased on a time and materials basis.
IMAGE Data Base Management System is included
with the HP 3000 Series 37 at no extra charge. This
is a key strength of the HP 3000 Series 37.
The System136 provides only ISAM (KSAM-like)
file management. Cincom TOTAL DBMS is supported on the Sl36 but is very expensive and
is not IBM supported.
Power fail1Auto-Restart is a standard feature of the
HP 3000 Series 37, as on all HP 3000 models.

No accommodation is made for System136
downtime due to power failure. You will have to
"coolstart" the system, thereby interrupting business operations significantly. IBM does recommend the purchase of an uninterruptible power
supply for those of you who are sensitive to
downtime due to power failure. This can cost
several thousand dollars in addition to the system
cost.
HP offers return credits on HP 3000 Series 37
upgrades to larger HP 3000 systems.
IBM offers no return credits for System136
upgrades to larger systems. You must get what you
can in the secondary systems market. To upgrade
the Baby136 to the large Sl36 requires a full box
swap. Upgrades to Sl38 or 43XX processors require
major conversion of both system hardware and
software.
The HP 3000 Series 37 offers a completely compatible growth path to larger processors in the HP
3000 family. This is a key strength of the HP 3000
Series 37.
The Sl36 is only software compatible from the
Baby136 to the larger Sl36. Moving from the Sl36
to any other IBM machine requires major software
conversion.
HP offers you a low-risk three-month trial rental
for the HP 3000 Series 37.
While IBM offers a trial rental on the Systeml36,
HP's programs provide greater customer flexibility,
lower rental rates, and higher credit for rental payments towards purchase or lease costs.
T h e HP 3000 Series 37 has the performance and
the features that make it a winner over the IBM
Systeml36.

Computer Focus - International
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New 1M-byte memory card for
HP 3000 Series 37
As of March 1,1985, a new lM-byte memory card
(30456A) will be orderable for HP 3000 Series 37
and Series 37XE SPUs. The 1M-byte card uses the
latest 256K-byte dynamic RAM technology to provide highly reliable storage for the processor. This
is one of several enhancements being provided by
HP in response to your inputs.
The new memory card significantly improves the
value provided to many of you by lowering the cost
to those purchasing a 2M-byte memory card in
order to preserve a card slot for greater expandability. In most cases, 2M-bytes is more memory
than really required by most applications.
The 30456A lM-byte memory card, Option 508 to
the 32449A HP 3000 Series 37 SPU, is standard in
the 32450A HP 3000 Series 37XE SPU, and is an
add-on for memory expansion.

Yesterday

/Ser~es 37x5

2 Mbyte

Save $ lo00

Today:'
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30456A
30462A

Memory
Configuration
Size
512K byte lM byte 2M byte*
1M byte
2M byte

N / A - Not Available
'Maximum memory size is 2M byte on HP 3000 Series 37/37XE

The entry level HP 3000 Series 37 SPU and System
Package are still available with 512K-byte memory
for smaller configurations. This continues to provide a
very attractive entry level system.
Return credits for used memory
Return credits are now available for memory
upgrades. The product to order for a return credit on
a 512K-byte board is 30461AN, and 30456AN for a
return credit on a lM-byte board. Return credits can
also be applied to the purchase of the 32450BH HP
3000 Series 37 to 37XE upgrade product. A maximum
of two 30461AN or 30456AN return credits may be
applied to any HP 3000 Series 37 memory or upgrade
purchase.

/

New Memory Card Reduces
Cost o f Ser/es 37 Conf/gurations
Frees Up Extra Card Slot

14

Memory

Save $ - C ~ L J

New 1 Mbyte
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New Series 37 memory configurations
The table below summarizes the memory configurations which are now available on the HP 3000 Series
37137XE SPUs.

New product structure and
pricing for HP 3000 Series 37
Following the successful introduction of the HP 3000
Series 37 and Series 37XE systems, sales data and
field inputs have confirmed that these products are
head and shoulders above the competition. In response
to this strong competitive position, the availability of a
new memory board and HP 3000 Series 37 performance exceeding original estimates, we have
reorganized the HP 3000 Series 37 pricing structure.
Several key factors have led to the decision to
change prices.
1) The availability of a new lM-byte memory card
provides a significant improvement in the value
provided to many of you by reducing the cost of
several configurations. The lM-byte configuration
is the most popular being ordered today.

Business Computers

I

1
I

I

I

I

2) Better information about the HP 3000 Series 37's
primary competition, the IBM Systeml36, shows
that the HP 3000 Series 37 provides comparable
performance and greatly superior functionality at
a very competitive price. (See "HP 3000 Series 37
outclasses IBM System/36").
The following table outlines the new HP 3000
Series 37/37XE product structure.
Description

Opt. 001
Opt. 015
Opt. 022
Opt. 051
Opt. 508
Opt. 509

I

HP 3000 Series 37 SPU including 512K byte,
ATP37, PIC, cabinet
Add-on ATP37
220 VAC system operation
DUS on cartridge tape media
DUS on 1600 bpi media
1M-byte memory
2M-byte memory

324492
Opt. 022
Opt. 051
Package

HP 3000 Series 37 media option - MPE VIE
Cartridge tape media
1600 bpi media
H P 3000 Series 37 SPU (32449A) inchding
7945A disc, 9144A C.T. and 2392A console

32450B

HP 3000 Series 37XE SPU includes 1M-byte,
ATP37, PIC, I10 expansion unit and cabinet
220 VAC system operation
DUS on cartridge tape
DUS on 1600 bpi tape
2M-byte memory

Opt. 015
Opt. 022
Opt. 051
Opt. 509
324502
Opt. 022
Opt. 051

HP 3000 Series 37XE media option MPE VIE
Cartridge tape media
1600 bpi media

Opt. 015
Opt. 190

HP 3000 Series 37-to-XE upgrade including
I10 expansion unit, 1M-byte
220 VAC system operation
Deletes 1M-byte memory

30461AN
30456A
30456AN
30462A
30459A
30460A

Return credit for 512K-byte
1M-byte Add-on memory
Return credit for 1M-byte
1M-byte Add-on memory
PIC
ATP37

32450BH

It is important to note the following changes:
The new 1M-byte memory board (PIN 30456A)
has been added to the product structure (see "New
1M-byte memory card for HP 3000 Series 37"). It
is also available as an add-on product.
Option 508 was added to the 32449A product and
replaces the standard 512K-byte memory card with
the new 1M-byte fiemory card.
The 32450A (Series 37XE SPU) was changed to
32450B to reflect replacement of two 512K-byte
memory cards with a single 1M-byte memory card.
Now the HP 3000 Series 37XE (32450B) will have
six available I10 slots compared to five on the
32450A.
The 32450AH (HP 3000 Series 37 to 37XE
upgrade) was changed to 32450BH now that a 1Mbyte memory card is included instead of a 512Kbyte memory card.
Option 190 to the 32450BH upgrade product has
been added to allow you to delete the 1M-byte card
if you don't need the extra memory.
New return credits are now available for memory
upgrades. The product to order for a return credit
on a 512K-byte card is 30461AN and 30456AN for
a return credit on the 1M-byte card. Up to two
return credits may be applied to each memory or
system upgrade purchase.
The following products and options are no longer
available on the HP Price List.

-

P/N

Description

30461A
32449A
Opt. 507
32450AH
Opt. 180

512K-bytes add-on memory
Expand memory to 1024K-bytes
Deletes 512K-bytes memory

These changes are effective as of the March 1,1985
HP Price List. Contact your HP sales rep for ordering
information.
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Faster HP 3000 graphics
software supports new devices
and fonts
The latest release of the HP 3000 graphics software
includes support of new plotters and printers and
Hebrew and Chinese characters. The software has
been released by HP's Personal Software Division.
The new versions of HP EasyChart (A.03.00),
HP Draw (A.03.00), and DSGl3000 (A.04.00) support the following new devices:
HP 7550A plotter (B size with automatic sheet
feed)
HP 7586B plotter (E size with scrollable paper)
HP 2565A and 2566A line matrix printers
(HP 36583 Printer Graphics Package required for
graphics output).
Plotting performance has been improved and a
number of new features are available
Improved plotting performance
Plotting time is significantly improved when plotting multiple sessions concurrently on RS-232 plotters. Improvements of up to 70 percent were
recorded in tests when plotting to four plotters.
Improvements increase when more than four plotters are used concurrently, though the average
total time for plotting increases. No significant performance improvement occurs when using only one
plotter.
Chinese characters
A method of inputting and representing 16-bit
characters using a standard English language
keyboard has been implemented in each of the
graphics products to allow users to create charts,
drawings and figures with Chinese characters.
A Chinese font file developed by HP Taiwan is
required for outputting Chinese characters. This
font file is PIN 99992A.
The internal 16-bit data format used by the
graphics products cannot be transferred to other
non-graphics applications.
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Hebrew characters
Hebrew characters can also be inputted using a
standard English language keyboard (or Hebrew
keyboard) for inclusion in charts, drawings, and
figures. You do not need to purchase a special
font file in order to output Hebrew characters.
Use of INFO string to specify job priority and listing for background vector-to-raster conversion
New line style and text positioning commands and
on-line help for Figmaker
New figures for HP Draw figure library (includes
devices (e.g. The Portable), flowchart symbols,
cartoons, and animals)
New Hardware 2627 color palette for HP DSGI
3000 and HP Draw (corresponds to the default
color palette of the HP 2627A color terminal)
Reinstatement of user-defined softkey labels when
user exits graphics programs
Chart recovery for corrupt charts as an option on
HP DSGl3000 main menu
Many bug fixes have also been incorporated into
this new release of the graphics software products.
No new FUPDATE conversion is required for figures
created in the A.02.XX version of HP EasyChart or
A.03.XX version of HP DSGl3000, if they are to be
used in the A.03.XX version of HP Draw. A conversion is required, however, for figures created in earlier
versions of these products.

Peripherals

NETWORKS
Which interface card to order
with HP 2334A MULTIMUX
Which interface cards should you order with the
HP 2334A MULTIMUX: Option 122 or 123?
For the HP 2334A MULTIMUX in "stat mux"
configuration:
Option 123 is recommended for the HP 2334A connected to the async computer ports; it is even compulsory with the HP 3000 when "switching connection methods" are used. This Option 123 allows
features like host switching, host computer port connection, PBXIData Switch connection, and X.25 Node
Switch connection.

For the HP 2334A MULTIMUX connected to
the workstations in "stat mux" or "cluster
controller" configuration:
Option 123 is always recommended because of the
card's high performance and possible remote configuration. Option 123 is compulsory for workstations
connected via async modems to the HP 2334A.
For more information, contact your HP sales rep.

How to determine which
datacom interface you need
How do you determine which type of data communications interface you need - RS-232 or HP-422?
RS-232: for the short haul
For a terminal that connects directly to a host system
less than 50 feet away - or connects via a modem RS-232 is the answer.
HP-422: for the distant connection
For a terminal with a direct connection to a host more
than 50 feet away, HP-422 is the correct datacom
interface. HP-422 operates at distances up to 4,000
feet, transmitting data at 19.2 thousand bits per second. HP-422 is also the answer in applications where
data integrity is a primary concern. HP-422 transmits
data over pairs of lines, eliminating the possibility of
noise on one line being interpreted as data by the
computer.

The difference between HP-422 and other 422s
HP-422 uses five pins for data signals - two lines for
incoming data, two lines for outgoing data, and one
ground. Another company's 422 might use seven pins,
for instance, which would mean their 422 connector
isn't compatible with HP equipment.
4 2 2 and 2 3 2 interfaces out of the same
connector
On HP terminals, an RS-232 interface cable uses
three pins (one data-in, one data-out, and a ground).
Using the same terminal, attach an HP-422 cable. The
HP-422 interface picks up a second data-in and a second data-out (two additional lines) for datacom signals. So you can change your datacom cables without
changing your terminal hardware. The signals for
each interface are always present at the terminal connector. The cable determines which signals are
transmitted to the computer.
Terminals equipped with HP-422 interface
All of our current products have HP-422 available.
Order the following to set an HP-422 on each terminal: HP 2392A Standard, HP 2622A Option 035,
HP 2623A Option 035, HP 2624B Option 035, HP
2625A Standard, HP 2626A Option 035, HP 2627A
Standard, and HP 2628A Standard.
Which cable for which interface?
For the entire HP 262X terminal line, HP-422
requires a "P" cable. You can determine which "P"
cable you need by looking at the terminal's datacom
port connector:

*Similar to 13242P, but with a Radio Frequency Filter - used
with HP 2 3 9 2 A terminals

RS-232 for HP 262X terminals requires an "X" cable:

*Similar to 13242X, but with a Radio Frequency Filter
with HP 2392A terminals

-
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In summary, the following table illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of the HP-422 interface over
the RS-232 interface:
Interface

RS-232

Advantages

Disadvantages

supported (up to
4,000 feet)

on HP-422

Built-in noise
immunity

I

Non-standard
5-pin connector

PRINTERS
HP's Used Workstation Program
offers quality equipment at an
affordable price
HP's Used Workstation equipment comes cosmetically
refurbished, with a full 90-day warranty. Price
includes freight and packaging. They are discountable
and available for coordinated shipments. Availability
is off-the-shelf.

MARCH 1985
Used workstation equipment
Terminals
P/N
2382A*
2621A*
2621B*
2621P*
2622A*
2623A*
2624B*
2626A*
2626W *
2627A*
2628A*
2645A*
2547A*
2648A*
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Desktop computers
P/N
9815A*
9815S*
9825A*
9825B*
9825S*
9825T*
9826A *
9835A*
9835B*
9836A*
9845B*
9845C*

Terminal Options
(Opt. 050)
Integral printers on terminals
(Opt. 007)
Integral dual cartridge unit
Printers
P/N
2601A*
2608A*
2631B*
2631G*
2635B*
2671G*
2673A*
2932A*
2933A*
2934A*
7245B*
82905A*
82905B*
82906A*
9876A*

Plotters
P/N
7220C*
7220T*
7221C*
7221T*
7225B*
7470A*
9872C*
9872T*

Misc.
P/N
13222N* Cable
91 1lA* Graphics Tablet

Workstation Discs
P/N
82901M*
9121D*
9130A*
9133A
9134A*
9135A*
9885M*
9885S*
9895A*
9895A* WIOpt. 010

Note: When placing an order for product and pricing,
please use the product number listed including the
asterisk (*).

Contact your HP sales rep to reserve your product.
(Some products may have a limited remaining support
life. Contact your sales rep for specific product
obsolescence policy.)

Peripherals

Printer upgrade program now
available
HP is pleased to announce an upgrade program for
those who own HP 2611A and 2619A printers. This
program provides a cost-effective path to the newer,
and more powerful HP 2565A, 2566A, and 2680A
printers.

I

I

@

When you return your HP 2611A or 2619A toward
the purchase of an HP 2565A or a 2566A you will
benefit in the following ways:
Reduce the initial cost of the HP 2565A or 2566A
Reduce your printer maintenance costs by up to
45 percent while adding additional print hours per
month
Print versatility - Multiple languages, graphics,
bar codes, OCR characters with no chain train
changes
Interface flexibility and wide system support for
future upgrades.
If you need more throughput than the HP 2566A provides, or if you would like to take advantage of the
benefits of laser printing, then this upgrade program
can also reduce the purchase price of an HP 2680A.
The 2680A is best suited for:
Users educated on the value of an HP 2680A whose
HP 2611119A is fully depreciated
Those using more than one box of paper per day
Anyone upgrading his system - the HP 2680A is
the system printer for an HP 3000 Series 68
Those looking at implementing new applications for
which the HP 2680A is a good fit such as document
processing, electronic forms or customer mailings.

Program description
The amount of credit you receive is tied to both the
printer being returned and the new printer
purchased. No return credit is offered for an HP
2619A returned towards an HP 2565A since this is
not an increase in performance.
Printers must be less than three years old to be eligible for the return credit and should be under an HP
service contract at the time of upgrade.
The return credits are split on the order between a
return credit PIN (2611ANl2619AN) from HP and
a discount option (UlllU19) to the new printer. If
you have any questions, contact your HP sales rep.

HP 2934A offers more features
than HP 2932A
The HP 2934A printer offers four more features than
the HP 2932A printer. The HP 2934A offers bar
codes, large characters, near-letter-quality (NLQ)
print, and an optional single-bin sheet feeder.
When considering workstation printers, remember
that these printers are built to last up to 10 years, depending upon usage, and that you may have reason to
take advantage of these features at some time in the
future. You'd be surprised at how many users find
applications for the NLQ printing capabilities of the
HP 2934A. There is not an upgrade kit for the HP
2932A to make it a 2934A. If you think that you may
have a future need for any of these features, consider
the HP 2934A instead of the 2932A. You will be
impressed with the versatility of your new printer.
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New large-character font
cartridge for HP 2934A
business printer
Announcing the introduction of a new plug-in
character cartridge available for the HP 2934A business printer. The new type style, Orator, similar to the
Orator style for the IBM Selectric typewriter, features
characters that utilize the full height of the printer's
9 x 12 dot-matrix character cell.
These are approximately 38% taller than a standard
character. They are especially useful in generating
text for overhead slides, preparation of speeches, or
for use when text must be read at a greater-thannormal distance.
This is one of 16 character-font cartridges available
for the HP 2934A business printer.
The Orator cartridge has been available through Computer Supplies Operation since January 1, 1985, as
PIN 92188K.

TERMINALS
"Six-Pac" promotion on used
workstation terminals
Available in North America and Canada only
If you have a limited budget and are looking for lowcost terminals, here is a solution to help you satisfy
your immediate needs: HP's "Six-Pac" promotion.
Now, while supplies last, you will receive an additional
discount per unit when you purchase six or more of
the terminals listed below. This discount is in addition
to any existing discount you may already receive. All
units are cosmetically refurbished to look like new.
They come with a full 90-day warranty and can ship
immediately upon receipt of order a t HP.
These terminals are ideal for completing your
HP 3000 Series 44 ICEBREAKER system purchase,
or for educational and medical applications.
End of
Support Life

P/N

Description

HP 2382A'

Display terminal

No date set

HP 2621B*
Opt. 050
HP 2622A*
HP 2623A*
Opt. 050
HP 2626W*

Display terminal
with printer
Display terminal
Display terminal
with printer
HP Word terminal

No date set
No date set
No date set
August 1989

For pricing information and to reserve your "Six-Pac"
bundled products, call your HP sales rep.
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Upgrade kits available for
HP 2625A and 2628A terminals
HP-IB and graphics capabilities can be added to the
installed base of HP 2625A dual system display terminals and HP 2628A word processing terminals.
These upgrade kits are now offered as standard products giving you the flexibility to enhance your office
solution by increasing the functionality of your HP
workstation. A work area presently limited to only
word processing can now be upgraded to take advantage of HP's HP 3000 based graphics and local
hardcopy on HP's HP-IB plotters and printers.
The upgrades are functionally equivalent to the standard graphics Option 523 and the standard HP-IB
Option 046 on the HP 2628A or the HP-IB Option 026
on the HP 2625A. The upgrades are on the March 1
HP Price List with an availability of four weeks.
Customer engineer installation charges are included
in the price, but travel time is not.

Ordering information
P/N

Description

94020A

HP 2628A graphics
upgrade kit
HP 2625A graphics
upgrade kit
HP 2628A HP-IB
upgrade kit
HP 2625A HP-IB
upgrade kit
HP 2628A graphics and
HP-IB upgrade kit
HP 2625A graphics and
HP-IB upgrade kit

94020A Opt. 001
94021A
94021A Opt. 001
94022A
94022A Opt. 001
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Cross-Licensing Classifieds

Software Packages Available
and Wanted
If you have a software package available for crosslicensing, or are looking for a package to cross-license,
this section will help you. Your entry will appear for
two months; the most recent additions are shaded. To
list your company in the Cross-Licensing Classifieds
(at no charge), see the address at the end of this
section.

Industry: Cross-Industry -Accounting
Abstract:

FACTS Project Management is a multi-company project management system designed for general contractors. It interface with the FACTS accounting
system and uses Image, Cobol, and HP Vl3000.
FACTS Accounting System is a complete multi-company accounting system, including general ledger,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets
and payroll modules. Each module may be purchased
separately. Uses Image, Cobol, and Vl3000.

Company Name: Windemere Systems Corporation
Address: 18952 Bonanza Way
Gaithersburg, MD 20879

Software Packages Available

Phone Number: 301-948-2684
Contact Person: Bruce Lisle. James Sinkovic

Industry: Stock Market Analysis
Abstract:

FORMIS Market Analysis Charts plots daily stock
indices in the form of a line chart. T h e following
analytical calculations can be incorporated and plotted against a daily index:
Twenty- and fifty-day moving averages
Cumulative AdvanceIDecline Indicator
On-balance volume
OverboughtIOversold Indicator
Coppock Indicator
FORMIS Stock Analyser is designed to simplify
any security analyst's computation and analysis of
fundamental stock information. This versatile
system begins with raw data input of a company's
financial statements such as balance sheet, profit and
loss, and sourcesluses of funds statements. The raw
data can be from several years and for a Iarge number of companies. Data format is rigid to provide for
manipulation. A total of 2 3 financial ratios in four
categories: operating, liquidity, shareholders' performance, and gearing are computer automatically.

Type of Distributor Wanted: Expertise with HP 3000
Geographic Coverage: North America
Industry: Ferrous and non-ferrousfoundries
Abstract: FPSl3000 is the most updated foundry production
system for the operation control of order entry, production scheduling, patternlpartlprocess, perpetual casting
inventory, shipping, invoicing, and account receivable.
Company Name: Metech Co.
Address: 22300 Hawthorne Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
USA
Phone Number: 213-373-6622
Contact Person: Joe Chuang
Type of Distributor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Cross-Industry

Address: 19B, 19th Floor
Resource House
Jalan Raja Laut
Kuala Lumpur

Abstract: The SYNERGIST. Application: Program Generator.
Product overview: the SYNERGIST is an on-line nonprocedural applications deveIopment system that
integrates shared processing between personal computer networks and the HP 3000. Custom applications
are built and executed directly on the PC, with
simultaneous on-demand access to IMAGE data bases.
The SYNERGIST supports multi-page and nested
forms, with provision for local program variables. By
using an extended dictionary, database and screen
generation is dramatically simplified. Editing, data
manipulation, forms presentation, and calculation
resolution are all handled at the key-stroke level. This
unique global information approach reduces initial programming redundancy and subsequent maintenance
tasks, allowing complex applications without relying on
traditional procedural languages.

Telephone: 03-933666 (10 lines)

Company: Gateway Systems Corporation

Contact Person: Jon Chen

Address: 2277 Science Parkway
Okemos. MI 48864

FORMIS Stock Charts plots bar charts of daily
high, low, and closing prices together with daily
volume for a selected stock. The plotter chart
appears on the screen of the terminal covering up to
nine months of daily transactions. Using an HP 7475
or 7470 plotter, 1 6 months of daily transactions can
be plotted. FORMIS Stock Charts also incorporates
moving averages against the daily bar charts and
need only be updated once daily to update the plot.

Company Name: Formis Computer Services Sdn Bhd

Type of Distributor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

Phone Number: 517-349-7740
Contact Person: Beth Baerman
Type of Distributor wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
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Industry: Insurance, Property and Casualty Companies

Industry: CAD

Abstract: For HP 250 Computers - a complete property and
casualty insurance system for the small to medium
insurance company. It is an integrated data base
driven policy issue and administration system. Areas
covered include: policy input, rating, printing, renewals,
claims, investments, inspections, agents and accounting.
Also available are word processing, spreadsheet, business graphics.

Abstract:

TDS/1000 is an interactive solid modelling system.
TDS is a language interpreter and operates in the
following modes: console interaction, batch operation.
program mode, Available in English, French, Italian.
ADS - Advanced Interactive Drafting System on HP
1000. ADS is a language interpreter operating in:
console interaction, batch operation, menu driven,
program mode. Languages: English, French, Italian.

Company Name: ForceTen Enterprises lnc.
Company Name: Euro-bit

Address: 3845 Dutch Village Road
Halifax
Nova Scotia. Canada B3L 4H9

Address: Via G. Arrnellini 37
00143 Roma (Italy)

Phone Number 902-453-0040

Phone Number: (06) 5921541

Contact Person: Mr. Trygve Arnason

Contact Person: Leopoldo Fedeli

Type of Distributor Wanted: HP 250-OEM/Software Supplier

Type of Distributor Wanted: HP 1000 OEM

Geographic Coverage: US. Canada

Geographic Coverage: Europe

Industry: Engineering-General
Product Name: GREDIT
Abstract: General graphical tool designed for the engineer. Graphs
(line, scatter, bar, pie, carpet and/or general equation).
general figures, text (any of eight fonts, including Greek
and math symbols), project tracking charts, or "canned
objects" (boxes, polygons, arcs and arrows) may be produced using a single command. Program-selected defaults
allow ease of use and may be changed at user request. The
commands of the program form a structured "programming language" with very high-level statements. Written
for HP-UX applications, GREDlT uses the power of UNlX
software to great advantage.
Company Name: Airflow Sciences Corporation
Address: 37461 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
USA
Phone Number: 313-464-8900

I

You can list your company in the CrossLicensing Classifieds (either Software
Packages Available or Software Packages
Wanted) by sending the information in the
format used here to:
Hewelett-Packard Company
Value Added Solutions Marketing
Attn: Marilyn Rauchle
19447 Pruneridge Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
USA

I

Entries will run for two months. The most
recent additions are shaded. Be sure to send
the information in at least one month before

Contact Person: Robert K. Nelson
Type of Distributor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: English-speaking world
UNIX is a US trademark o f A T & T Bell Laboratories.
Industry: Clinical Medicine
Abstract: PSYCHE/1000 is a system for mathematical analysis of
the EEG
SCILLA/1000 performs clinical testing (e.g.
haematology analysis)
lDRA/1000 is an open software package for analysis of
data acquired by a gamma camera.
Company Name: Euro-bit
Address: Via G. Armellini 37
00143 Roma (Italy)
Phone Number: (06) 5921541
Contact Person: Leopoldo Fedeli
Type of Distributor Wanted: HP 1000 OEM
I

Geographic Coverage: Europe
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Computer Focus is published monthly for Hewlett-Packard OEMs
and Independent Software Vendors to keep you informed of H P
products and services and to provide information to help you be
more successful.
For further information on any of the products and services
discussed in Computer Focus, please contact your H P
sales rep.
Note: Not all H P computer products are sold and supported
in all countries. Please check with your local H P Sales
Office.
Hewlett-Packard does not warrant the accuracy of the
information provided in Computer Focus and shall not be
liable for any use made of the information contained herein.
Information provided in Computer Focus is subject to
change without notice.

If you have any suggestions or comments on
Computer Focus, please send them to:
Editor: Tracy Wester
Hewlett-Packard Company
Corporate Marketing Communications
3000 Hanouer Street, Building 2 0 B V
Polo Alto, C A 94304-0890 U S A
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